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Literary History and the 
Curriculum: How, What, and Why

Jennifer Summit

The undergraduate literature major, as the MLA Report to the Teagle Foun-
dation reminds us, can and should reflect the vitality of the discipline. 
But by the same logic, the major’s weaknesses, as we or our students ex-
perience them, emerge from and render visible some of the discipline’s 
unresolved conflicts. One of these conflicts centers on literary history, a 
topic that drifted from critical attention decades ago but has survived in 
undergraduate literary curricula, where it now poses a serious problem. 
The MLA report diagnoses a worrying aimlessness in the current peda-
gogy of literary history. If there is to be a solution, it will emerge from a 
new English major that rewrites the historical paradigms that undergird 
the undergraduate curriculum. This essay describes one such model in 
the hope of reopening, along with the MLA report, the question of how 
and why we teach literary history.

Among the aims of the undergraduate major, the MLA report states, is 
to foster a range of literacies, including what it calls “historical literacy.” 
This is a useful and interesting term: useful because it underscores the 
humanities’ traditional focus on “the value of considering the past,” inter-
esting because it situates the study of the past in an array of reading and 
writing practices that form the central pursuits of the major. By reterming 
literary history “historical literacy,” the report suggests not only an ar-
chive of cultural memory that provides background and context but also a 
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dynamic praxis in its own right, manifested in students’ enhanced analytic 
and interpretive skills: knowing literary history, the report asserts, makes 
us better and more adept readers and thinkers. It thus makes an appeal to 
the pragmatic value of students’ studies. It asserts further that historical 
literacy advances a more abstract but no less vital goal of personal devel-
opment: meaningful engagement with the literary past broadens readers’ 
perspectives “beyond our insular selves” (4). Literary history, reconceived 
as historical literacy, thus offers at once knowledge, skill, and ethos. This 
represents a significant advance over past thinking about literary history 
and the curricula that continue to reflect it. But it also begs an important 
question: How does historical literacy differ from the literary history that 
structured the traditional curriculum, and how is this difference regis-
tered in the objects, methods, and curricula of the new English major?

Many of the questions that the MLA report raises about the teaching 
of literary history dovetail with issues that Stanford’s English department, 
which I currently chair, grappled with over the academic year 2008–09, 
when we undertook a major revision of our major. If our rejection of 
the old major was driven by a sense of the outdatedness of its literary-
 historical paradigms, the experience of crafting a new major taught us 
that any curricular reform must begin with the ideas about literary his-
tory, implicit or explicit, enshrined at the major’s core.

Literary History as Problem

The current state of literary history and its pedagogy is best described 
as transitional: moving away from the certainties of a canonical past, the 
English major is still structured historically, even if it remains unclear 
what historical vision or objects that structure manifests. The MLA re-
port reflects—and perhaps to some degree shares in the uncertainties 
of—this transitional moment, starting with the very language it uses to 
frame the problem of what it calls the major’s “knowledge base.” The aim 
of the English major “should be . . . to acquaint students with representa-
tive cultural examples through a designated body of works” and “engage 
them with . . . cultural traditions” (5); yet “literary studies have properly 
freed themselves from a knowledge base” grounded in “a fixed, standard 
set of canonical or representative works” (9).

So the English major should teach “representative examples” and “cul-
tural traditions” through “a designated body of works,” yet these contrast 
with the “canonical or representative works” from which “literary studies 
have properly freed themselves,” raising the question, How are the desig-
nated body of works, representative examples, and cultural traditions of 
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the new English major different from the fixed and standard canon of the 
past? What differentiates the representative cultural examples that we will 
teach from the canonical or representative works of the canonical past? 
What, in other words, do these new representative works represent?

The View from Stanford

My department became convinced of the need to revise its curriculum 
after surveying our majors and recent graduates, followed by a series of 
focus groups. These told us that students were very happy with the indi-
vidual classes they took, most of which we offer as small, intense semi-
nars whose sharp focus is honed by the time constraints of the quarter 
system. At the same time, our majors and graduates felt that the major as 
an aggregate lacked coherence. Again and again, students asked us plain-
tively for a big picture that would supply connections between and across 
their classes: they confirmed what many of us have long perceived and 
lamented, that they lack a basic grid of historical knowledge that could 
give broader perspective and unity to their individual classes. Repeatedly, 
they told us that they felt the absence of an arc in which their classes 
could fit together; and in the focus groups, they passionately expressed 
their collective wish for a historical core or survey class that could provide 
the background and connections that they lacked.

Colleagues with a long tenure in the department were not surprised 
to hear that students lacked historical knowledge; they were astonished, 
however, that the same students now wanted a core, given that the depart-
ment had rejected its long- standing core as outdated some forty years ago. 
Like many English departments, ours had a core sequence that surveyed 
the development of English literature from the Renaissance to the nine-
teenth century, with separate requirements in Chaucer, Shakespeare, and 
the English language. A version of this sequence formed the core of the 
English major in the university’s catalog of 1906, when the major was de-
fined around three axes: a “history of English Literature from the begin-
ning to 1798,” a language requirement (reflected in the fact that ours was 
then the Department of English Literature and Rhetoric), and courses 
in the major canonical authors: “Chaucer, Shakespeare, and Milton (or 
Wordsworth or Spenser)” (Announcement 97). This trinitarian structure of 
requirements—language, history, and canonical authors—held steady un-
til 1967, when it was dropped in favor of distribution requirements across 
six broadly defined areas: language, medieval, Renaissance, neoclassic, 
Romantic and modern, and American (the first time that an American 
requirement was introduced [Courses]).
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By replacing the historical core with area requirements, Stanford was 
slightly ahead of the national trend: in 1985, seventy percent of English 
departments still required a historical survey; in 1989, it was fifty percent 
(Laurence 1; Lawrence 13). In place of the survey came area require-
ments like Stanford’s, which are now widespread. Yet, as Gerald Graff 
observes, the distribution of English department faculties and courses 
along a chronological array of period specializations still reflects an ideal 
of historical coverage, however outdated many faculty members find it 
(6); and the distribution continues to maintain the ideal that drove the old 
core. The difference is that area requirements disperse responsibility for 
that ideal over the department as a whole instead of concentrating it in a 
single survey course or sequence.

Stanford’s catalog from 1970 explains the English department’s new 
distribution requirements, while holding fast to the coverage ideal:

The English Department recognizes that the interests of its majors are 
extremely various: for this reason the stated formal requirements are 
minimal. At the same time the Department strongly recommends that 
all En glish majors take courses with broad historical perspectives on lan-
guage and literature . . . , and also more concentrated courses on the great 
major figures, notably courses in Chaucer, Milton, and Shakespeare.

And it stresses:

No one of these courses is mandatory, but those covering the background 
and the evolution of English and American literature, or focusing on the 
greatest writers, constitute the best preparation . . . of all students seriously 
interested in the study of English and American literature. (Courses 270)

This statement reflects a paradigm shift in thinking about literary his-
tory and its curricular manifestations: while allowing that students come to 
the study of English with “extremely various” interests, it insists that those 
who are “seriously interested” in the discipline should still elect to follow a 
traditional curriculum—even when not compelled to by requirements—in 
a comprehensive model of literary history and the canonical authors.

Both approaches fell into question in the decades that followed. Stan-
ford’s debates over the traditional Western Civilization requirement made 
the university an easy target of the culture wars of the 1980s and chal-
lenged the implicit canon that had anchored the English major require-
ment. Also in steady decline was the developmental metanarrative of 
literary history inherited from nineteenth- century philologists, for whom 
the history of literary works illustrated, as Hans Robert Jauss put it in 1981, 
“the idea of national individuality on its way to itself ” (3). Here it’s worth 
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pointing out that literary history and the canon were two distinct entities, 
both conceptually and pedagogically, though today we sometimes use them 
interchangeably. My department maintained a sequence of courses called 
Masterpieces of English Literature (and Masterpieces of American Litera-
ture) for nonmajors that was distinct from the required historical survey 
for majors. But until the abolishment of the historical core, majors also had 
to take separate courses in single authors, which dominated the curricu-
lum. In other words, the survey represented background and evolution; 
the single author courses provided culmination. Together, they produced 
a topography that incorporated the mountains of Chaucer, Shakespeare, 
and Milton and the valleys of Lydgate and Fulke Greville.

With the switch from the core to area requirements, the canonical au-
thors were absorbed into their background, while the evolutionary model 
that had informed the core survey was distributed laterally across the 
periods. Professionally, this switch reflected the decline of generalists and 
the ascent of specialists, in a fraught dynamic that Graff charts across the 
first half of the twentieth century. The triumph of the specialist resulted 
in the much- remarked explosion of research in the subdisciplinary fields 
that made the old goal of coverage no longer tenable. It also created a 
situation where no individual could claim to possess the comprehensive 
view implied by the survey class and projected as the aim of the English 
major, thus compelling departments to hire evenly across the subfields to 
maintain the illusion of a common knowledge base that specialization had 
forced them to abandon.

It is easy to see how departments—Stanford’s included—could reach 
a point that Patricia Schroeder describes in 1993, when “the ostensibly 
‘objective’ goal of coverage has been replaced by consciously directed 
sampling” (38). It’s also easy to see how students—like Stanford’s—could 
find themselves not liberated by such a tasting menu but longing for the 
historical scaffolding that could bring their disparate classes—however 
vibrant, challenging, and popular—into a coherent whole.

Toward a Coherence of Aims rather than Objects

The MLA report asserts, “The requirements for a major should amount 
to more than a list of courses” (Report 5), and calls for “a coherent pro-
gram of study” that follows “an integrative, synergetic model” (3) and 
guides students through the acquisition of the English major’s distinct 
knowledge base and skills. These are compelling goals, to be sure; yet 
at Stanford we were forced to confront the fact that our students were 
asking for something that we no longer believed in: the arc of literary 
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history no longer holds sway as a dominant mode. If the concept of a 
developmental metanarrative had long fallen by the wayside—its illness 
diagnosed by Jauss and its death pronounced by Foucault—today literary 
history occupies the status of a vexing, but unresolved, question. Indeed, 
the most provocative recent works on the subject have framed themselves 
not as vision statements but, literally, as questions. David Simpson asks, 
“Is literary history the history of everything?”; Mario J. Valdés asks, “Is 
literary history history?”; and David Perkins asks, in a work whose title 
says it all, “Is literary history possible?”

On the level of curriculum, our discipline’s response to its own unease 
with literary history has been to erode the period requirements into ever-
 broader categories, which no longer claim the coherence of the grand 
narratives that undergirded the historical survey class or the checklist 
of historical areas from medieval to modern. Thus many departments, 
Stanford’s included, gradually reduced the historical requirement to “two 
courses before 1750” (or 1660, 1798, 1800, or 1830, as other departments 
variously define the watershed between literary- historical past and pres-
ent). As a result, students are administered the literary past in homeo-
pathic doses: they must take two classes before a date that stands for 
modernity, but these are now unlikely to bear much relation to each other, 
let alone to those that follow. Meanwhile, we have collapsed the vista into 
the close- up: if the old English major balanced the study of masterpieces 
with the topographic survey, the new English major has done away with 
the justification both for the specific focus (i.e., the distinctness of the 
masterpiece) and for the big picture (which provided background to or 
illustrated the evolution of the masterpiece).

Yet if we’ve abandoned the traditional rationale for literary history and 
its curricular forms, we haven’t abandoned literary history: every course in 
any period implies a literary- historical model, however submerged. In the 
temporal arc of our quarters or semesters, we habitually trace miniature 
lines of development, whether these follow the contours of an author’s ca-
reer or the unfolding of a literary movement, period, genre, or idea. And 
we routinely posit the principle of historical change in the very language 
we use to talk about our subject (e.g., “modernity,” “print culture,” “the 
postcolonial”), which implies temporal markers before which our subject 
did not exist and from which our subject emerged into historical distinct-
ness. The real challenge of producing a coherent major on the level of its 
historical requirements lies in reintroducing the vista, bringing together 
our various microhistories, and showing students how they join up with 
or conflict with one another, what stories they tell about how and why a 
given literary work—and literature itself—matters on a large scale.
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Toward a New Curriculum of Literary History

At Stanford, the necessary first step in rethinking our approach to liter-
ary history was to reconsider not just what we teach but why we teach it 
in the first place. We wanted students’ literary- historical training to be 
multilayered. We hoped to offer students a basic scaffolding of historical 
terms and concepts; we wanted them to come away with a sense of which 
historical boundaries and generic markers define the period and literature 
of the Reformation, the Restoration, Romanticism, modernism; and we 
wanted them to come away with a sense of how these terms followed from 
one another that would allow them to perceive the longue durée of literary 
conventions. In so doing, we shared some of the aims that informed the 
traditional English major survey.

But beyond the goal of historical knowledge, we wanted students to 
learn to think historically, by which we meant something similar to what 
the MLA report calls “historical literacy.” Thinking historically begins by 
bringing the past into active and meaningful dialogue with the present. It 
means not only discovering continuities between the present and past (no 
matter how remotely or proximately defined) but also unsettling the fixi-
ties, and exposing the contingency, of the present moment, since experi-
encing what one of my colleagues called “the strangeness of the past” also 
has the power to estrange the present. As Fredric Jameson observes, “the 
vocation of historical thinking . . . is surely to bring us up short against 
the radical difference of other societies and of their lived experience, and 
against the radical historicity of everything we may be tempted to think 
of as permanent” (367). This point dovetails with the MLA report’s ethi-
cal vision of historical literacy, its ability to move us “beyond our insular 
selves.” Above all, we wanted to excite students’ curiosity about the past, 
as neither an antiquarian object nor a monument to be revered (to adapt 
Nietzsche’s terms [67]) but as the building material of the present, subject 
to rearrangement, displacement, loss, and recovery.

How do we design a curriculum that achieves these aims? From the 
beginning, we decided to do away with the checklist approach to his-
torical area requirements, whether in the old, comprehensive form or in 
the newer, homeopathic version (two courses before 1750); instead, we 
sought new models for teaching the big picture. This search led to the 
question, What is literary history for, and what is literary history the his-
tory of? By defining our goal as a balance of knowledge and skill—that 
is, to give students a broad perspective of history as well as the ability to 
think historically—we opted against instituting a core that represented a 
single historical narrative. We did not want a literary history that  simply 
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 presented background or traced evolution. We were drawn instead to 
models of literary history organized around both the threads of continu-
ity across time and the breaks that create discontinuities in time, as these 
threads and breaks are registered in and through literary works.

We created a three- quarter sequence aimed at delivering broad, syn-
thetic perspectives and organized around literary- historical throughlines 
and paradigm shifts over the broad sweep of thirty weeks, with the col-
laborative participation of many faculty members from many fields. In so 
doing, we strongly agree with the Teagle report’s call for seeing the major 
as “a collaborative educational project.” Where the report’s authors offer 
team teaching as a way of enlivening pedagogy, we see it as a necessary 
disciplinary bridge across the historical isolation of the fields. The col-
laborative and team production of this new sequence is essential to its 
character and differentiates it from the old survey or core, in which the 
major periods were defined as sequential yet autonomous.

What defines a work as representative is determined each year by the 
team that is teaching the course and by the throughlines the team elects 
to pursue. For example, if we bring in a postcolonial specialist to teach the 
spring sequence and a specialist in Victorian sexuality to teach the win-
ter, the fall course might develop sections on medieval and early modern 
exploration and colonialism, gender and desire. Conversely, a sequence 
that begins in the fall with a medievalist’s teaching works on cognition 
and imagination may continue in the winter and spring with Blake and 
Virginia Woolf. The works chosen will thus be representative but not 
fixed. The lesson is that they become historically meaningful not sim-
ply because they existed in the past but also because they form part of 
a longer story that tells us how literary- historical change happens and 
how it registers in the horizon of expectations by which individual texts 
become legible at particular moments. But literary works also reverse the 
horizon of expectations that they enter—and this reversal allows Jauss to 
observe that “the specific achievement of literature in social existence is 
to be sought exactly where literature is not absorbed into the function of a 
representational art” but assumes a “socially formative function” (45). Literary 
history, so conceived and taught, is not an inventory of masterpieces or a 
succession of periods as embodied in typical works; it’s a dynamic process 
that we enact anew every time we bring texts into relation with one an-
other. It’s this dynamic and relational process that we wanted to open to 
our students in our new historical core.

The lack of a unifying arc that our students experience was diagnosed 
twenty years ago by Graff as a disciplinary atomization, beginning with 
the division of fields. Field specialization, he points out, isn’t a problem 
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itself—indeed, it’s the most efficient way to organize a complex body of 
knowledge; the problem is its by- product, historical isolation, by which 
we lose sight of the disciplinary forest for the trees of the subfields (8). 
If the discipline thereby loses its rationale, so do the fields themselves. 
When we become too immersed in fields, we lose sight of the temporal 
markers, and the horizons, that define them.

There are many ways to teach literary history—and perhaps even more 
ways to teach historical literacy. At Stanford, we worked to find an ap-
proach that would serve the needs of our students and our own vision for 
the discipline. No doubt there are approaches that could serve other needs 
and visions better. But we learned that the revision and revitalization of 
the English major begin with literary history and its big questions: what 
it is, what it is for, and why it remains necessary—as we believe it is—to 
the enterprise of academic literary study.

note 

I would like to acknowledge the vision and collaborative efforts of the colleagues respon-
sible for the curriculum revision I describe in this essay, namely, Franco Moretti, the 
department’s curriculum director, and the members of its curriculum working group in 
2008–09: John Bender, Michele Elam, Nicholas Jenkins, and Blakey Vermeule.
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